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Peak Performance:
Rise Above With Agile, 
Customizable Networks  

Dedicated bandwidth that drives scalability and reliability

Southwest businesses that embrace the newest 

connectivity options will be poised for growth in the 

coming year and beyond. But those that remain stuck in 

the status quo may find priorities like security, innovation 

and speed impeded by outdated infrastructure.  

Don’t let a business-hindering network limit your 

potential. New fiber connectivity options exist in 

southwest Florida, and your building has been 

designated for significant infrastructure upgrades. 

We know you can’t afford to let opportunities and 

advantages pass you by. Set a meeting with our Florida-

based engineering team today. We’ll discuss where you’re 

at, where you’re headed and how we can help.  

Network Snapshot:

 2,700+ route mile network distributed across Florida 

 Reliable Core Network providing 99.999% availability

 Core & Edge Network occupying 88 facilities 

 Florida Intercity Network offering 400 Gbps capability  

 through 64-channel reconfigurable optical add-drop  

 multiplexer (ROADM) powered by Ciena
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How We’re Different:

Purpose-Built Networks 

Don’t rely on a residential patchwork of aging 

infrastructure for your connectivity. Built 

specifically to support businesses, our fiber 

network provides access to faster and more 

reliable broadband connections. 

Deep Product Offerings 

Whether you need data, voice, video or 

high-speed internet services, Summit can 

support your initiatives with product offerings 

for unique use cases. Think you’re already 

covered? Get a back-up circuit that’s just as 

reliable as your primary – if not more. 

Point-to-Point Ownership 

We own and operate our own fiber 

networks, so you’re never at the mercy of 

third-party stakeholders or customer service.  

We’re in control of our business, so you can 

be in control of yours. 

Speed, Scalability and Reliability  

Upload content and access the cloud faster 

than ever before. Enjoy flexible capacity to 

meet your ever-changing business needs. 

Breathe easier knowing built-in redundancy 

has even your most sensitive data and 

transactions covered. 

We’re Florida 

From our most senior leadership to the 

installation teams and customer service, we 

are your neighbors. We’re based in Florida 

and take pride in providing local expertise and 

perspective. No distant HQ or outsourcing here.

Customized for You 

Custom doesn’t have to be complicated.  

We take pride in being the opposite of one-

size-fits-all thinking. Because we own our 

network, we can build a customized network 

to meet your demands and quickly adjust 

when needs change.

Let’s Talk Fiber
See how simple it can be to get started. Schedule a free Network 

Consultation today and see how Summit can help take your business 

to the next level.

About Summit Broadband: 

Summit Broadband is a leading fiber-optics 

telecommunications provider in Florida with over a 

decade of experience. We provide data, voice, video 

and high-speed internet services to Florida businesses 

of all sizes. From initial meetings and strategy to design 

and deployment, our team is dedicated to crafting a 

customized solution for your business.
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